
 
 

ArcGIS 10.8.1 Issues Addressed List 
 

ArcGIS Desktop (Also Contains ArcGIS Engine) 

ArcGIS Enterprise  
 

Analysis 
ArcGIS Data Store 

  ArcGIS Web AppBuilder 
Disaster Recovery 

Documentation 
Enterprise Geodatabase 

Feature Services 

GeoAnalytics 
Geoprocessing Services 
GIS Server 
High Availability 
Home Application 
Image Services 

Installation and Upgrades 

  Manager 
 Network Analysis 

Notebook Server 
OGC Services 

Scene Viewer 

Security 
Web Adaptor 
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GeoEvent Server 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

ArcGIS Desktop 
Top 
 

BUG-000089623 ArcMap crashes when using a Trimble R1 through the GPS toolbar. 

BUG-000094048 
The 'Disjoint', 'Within', and 'Contains' operators in the IRelationalOperator2 interface 
return incorrect results for certain geometries. 

BUG-000106927 
In ArcGIS Desktop, the context menus (right-click menus) are absent from some parts of 
the interface when using a touchscreen device. 

BUG-000121508 
The Contour (Spatial Analyst) tool generates an empty output when writing to a 
personal geodatabase (.mdb) in ArcGIS Desktop 10.7. 

BUG-000122918 ProjEng: Add 2 Australian geoid models. 

BUG-000124230 
In ArcGIS Desktop 10.6.x, when exporting a layout to a PDF with the masking removed, 
a layer is missing in the PDF. 

BUG-000124230 
In ArcGIS Desktop 10.6.x, when exporting a layout to a PDF with the masking removed, 
a layer is missing in the PDF. 

BUG-000124396 
One-way, parent-to-child parcel fabric replications do not maintain the Line Accuracy 
field during synchronization. 

BUG-000125683 
Incorrect spatial selection behavior are observed on M-, Z-, or MZ-enabled 
SDO_Geometry feature classes and spatial views. 

BUG-000126036 Default fields in a mosaic dataset do not synchronize in a derived mosaic dataset. 

BUG-000126040 Fields in the Synchronize Mosaic Dataset tool do not populate in an edit session. 

BUG-000126195 
GeoTIFF images with the WGS_1984 Mercator_2SP projection do not line up in ArcGIS 
Desktop 10.7.1. 

BUG-000126393 
The error message, "Error: No Solution Found" is returned in the vehicle routing 
problem (VRP) in ArcGIS Network Analyst 10.7.1 when 'U-Turn at Junctions' is set to 
'Allowed only at Dead Ends'. 

BUG-000126485 Add an option to skip checkout versions In the Reconcile Versions geoprocessing tool. 

BUG-000127410 
The service area analysis takes a longer time to solve in Oracle 12c when the service-
area index on the Network Dataset is enabled. 

BUG-000127413 
Command is truncated after 269 characters, resulting in "Error 2711" during the custom 
silent installation of ArcGIS Desktop. 

BUG-000128883 
The Register with Geodatabase geoprocessing tool loads and operates slowly in ArcMap 
when registering large spatial tables or views with an enterprise geodatabase. 

BUG-000129099 
Launching the Advanced ArcMap Settings utility in ArcGIS Desktop 10.8 returns the 
error message, "ArcMap is not installed. Cannot execute this utility." 

BUG-000130009 
ArcMap fails to select all the features of a feature class stored in a file geodatabase 
when using the Selection tools from the Tools toolbar. 

BUG-000130263 ProjEng: Make the old and new versions of Belge Lambert 1972 equivalent. 

BUG-000130544 
Standalone Python scripts against enterprise databases can cause deadlock in some 
cases. 

BUG-000130724 
The Con method of the Spatial Analyst component RasterConditionalOp fails with an 
error unexpectedly when called in a pre-10 syntax. 



 
 

ArcGIS Enterprise 

Analysis 
Top 
 

BUG-000115546  
Output from the Enrich Layer and Create Buffer tools have minor geometry 
differences. 

BUG-000128090 
The Join Features analysis tool fails if the join is between a table created in ArcGIS Pro 
2.4.2 and a map service with a feature class containing data created by a SQL 
Developer tool. 

BUG-000129510 
The Calculate Density analysis tool fails if the input feature layer references an 
enterprise geodatabase or the data is copied to the server. 

ENH-000128265 
Provide an analysis tool, Extract Data, which supports the ability to package layers into 
datasets. 

ArcGIS Data Store 
Top 
 

BUG-000121017 
When a domain name is added in the Compatibility View Settings in Internet Explorer, 
accessing the ArcGIS Data Store Configuration page returns the error: "Unsupported 
Browser." 

BUG-000127649 
Unable to configure a replicated deployment using the webgisdr utility if the 
deployment includes Location Tracking or ArcGIS GeoEvent services. 

BUG-000129891 Upgrade of tile cache data store fails if port 5986 is in use by another process. 

ENH-000131955 
Provide an option that allows the ArcGIS Data Store administrator to deploy the tile 
cache data store in primary/standby or cluster mode. 

ENH-000131956 Update changestaginglocation utility to honor the tile cache data store. 

ENH-000131963 Provide an option to change spatiotemporal datastore to read write mode. 

ArcGIS Web AppBuilder 
Top 
 

BUG-000116089 
The Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS Query widget filter expression is configured to only 
show 'Values filtered by previous expressions' lists all unique values instead of a 
filtered set when the previous expression is configured from the Group Filter widget. 

BUG-000116557 
The selected features do not honor the Attribute Table widget filter in Portal for ArcGIS 
10.6.1 Web AppBuilder. 

BUG-000119790 
All layers in Portal for ArcGIS Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS are re-enabled after running 
the 'Create layer' within the Select widget. 

BUG-000120828 Invalid error message is returned when inputting a CSV with incorrect fields. 

BUG-000124704 
Scrolling down using the scroll bar in the Google Chrome browser for the search 
widget in Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS does not work. 

BUG-000126009 
When using the Attribute Table widget in the Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS to select 
many attributes in the table, only 150 attributes are selectable. 



 
 

BUG-000127150 
Unable to run GP service to buffer points in WAB web app on Portal when maxPostSize 
value is exceeded by entity content length. 

BUG-000128020 
Unable to use the ArcGIS Online World Geocoding Service in the Data Aggregation 
(Beta) widget unless the geocoder is shared with everyone. 

BUG-000128438 
Unable to save the query widget results from Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS when Portal 
for ArcGIS is configured with Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) or Integrated Windows 
Authentication (IWA). 

BUG-000128486 
After sharing a map from ArcGIS Pro with two layers as referenced and editable, users 
are unable to open the Smart Editor widget from the pop-up because the Options 
button is disabled. 

BUG-000130067 
An infinite number of requests are generated when viewing the attribute of a service 
with around one million features in ArcGIS Web AppBuilder. 

ENH-000122164 
Please provide a uniform Format when Exporting to CSV between the Query Widget 
and the attribute table widget when the data contains a Coded Domain Value. 

Disaster Recovery 
Top 
 

BUG-000127848 
Completing a webgisdr Disaster Recovery or Migration to a secondary enterprise and 
utilizing different ArcGIS Server directory or config-store folder structures fails because 
the logs folder is not able to find the configured path. 

Distributed Collaboration 
Top 
 

BUG-000124775 
When sharing a web map and the included feature layers using Distributed 
Collaboration, layers are periodically shared as references instead of as copies. 

BUG-000126391 
Sharing a hosted feature service as a copy using Distributed Collaboration fails when 
the service has two or more related tables. 

BUG-000127427  
When the list of collaborations spans multiple pages it is only possible to access the 
first page of results. 

BUG-000128084 
A distributed collaboration participant is unable to import items created in ArcGIS 
Insights, such as workbooks, pages, and models, using ArcGIS Online or ArcGIS 
Enterprise 10.8. 

BUG-000128908  
In Distributed Collaboration, web mapping applications shared from ArcGIS Enterprise 
Portal to ArcGIS Online are received but are not shared to the group joined to the 
collaboration workspace.  

BUG-000130100 
In Distributed Collaboration, synchronization of feature layers, as copies, fails when the 
receiving collaboration participant's hosting server's content directories are located on 
a file share. 

BUG-000130268  
In Distributed Collaboration, a host is unable to import an invitation response file if the 
guest cannot be reached. 

BUG-000132510 
When configuring a collaboration workspace provide the ability to set the option to 
turn off copying feature services as references if share as copies fails. 



 
 

BUG-000132511 
Expose the ability to enter viewer user type credentials for 'by-ref' services on a 
collaboration workspace. 

ENH-000127814 
When a group is joined to a collaboration workspace delete protection will be enabled 
by default. 

ENH-000132513 
Provide the ability to change or update the web authentication information used to 
communicate with a collaboration participant. 

Documentation 
Top 
 

BUG-000115636 
Server-based Named User Login documentation still refers to expiration of the 
refresh_token to -1 for lasting the token forever. 

BUG-000124601 Specify the type of services that have the ‘queryTopFeatures’ functionality available. 

BUG-000126269 
The documentation of the Enterprise Builder must clarify that configuring an 
Enterprise DNS alias in an environment configured by the Enterprise Builder is not 
supported. 

ENH-000104728 
Update ArcGIS Portal REST API documentation for the Get Users Within Enterprise 
Group operation with a note regarding all users from large Enterprise Groups not be 
displayed in the search results. 

ENH-000117092 
Add a statement in the REST API document that states the limitation of the 
updateDefinition operation. 

ENH-000125469 
Provide more-specific instructions on how to configure LDAP and web tier 
authentication with ArcGIS Web Adaptor. 

ENH-000127440 Update Windows System Requirements to note that we require Desktop Experience. 

ENH-000127776 
ArcGIS Server documentation does not prompt users to update the managed datastore 
license when updating the server license. 

ENH-000128454 
Update the "Ports used by Portal for ArcGIS " documentation for version 10.7.x to 
include port 7220. 

ENH-000129247 
Please provide clearer documentation on the disk space requirements when upgrading 
ArcGIS Data Store. 

 

Enterprise Geodatabase 
Top 
 

BUG-000117909 
Displaying a feature class in ArcMap and opening the properties in Catalog, either 
ArcCatalog or the Catalog pane of a different ArcMap session, creates an open 
transaction in SQL Server 

BUG-000118138 

ArcGIS double fields with precision 10 and scale 0 in an Oracle geodatabase are altered 
automatically to long integer after previewing it in ArcGIS Desktop 10.6.1, ArcGIS Pro 
2.2 or later clients. An error message, "[ORA-01455: converting columns overflows 
integer datatype]" is returned if the fields contain numbers larger than the maximum 
for a long integer (2,147,483,647). 



 
 

BUG-000118516 
Database connection fails for a user who has the ‘select’ privilege on a faulty or missing 
view which is owned by another user.  

BUG-000125200 
ST_INTERSECTION() and ST_AGGR_INTERSECTION() return unexpected results for 
specific geometries. 

BUG-000125400 
The Register with Geodatabase tool assigns an incorrect spatial reference identifier 
(SRID) for a spatial view when multiple entries for the same auth_srid value exist in the 
spatial_references table. 

BUG-000126179 
SQL functions using the ST_Geometry type fail with the "ORA-06520: PL/SQL: Error 
loading external library" error message on Oracle Solaris 11.3 OS - Oracle 18c Database 
- 10.7.1 Enterprise Geodatabase environments. 

BUG-000126821 
Upgrading an SDE schema geodatabase to version 10.6 or later as the SDE user fails 
with a -37 error if the geodatabase contains feature classes with non-versioned 
archiving 

BUG-000127029 
Reconcile/post using a geoprocessing tool fails to update an archive class of a PostGIS 
table. 

BUG-000128381 
A one-way replica synchronization fails, returning the error message, "Synchronize 
Replica Failed [<schema>.<featureclass>] Table not registered 
[PEA.GDB_TEMP_USER_IDS]." 

BUG-000128610 
The ST_INTERSECTION() function fails and returns the following error messages for 
specific geometries, "ORA-20018: Unexpected Error - Failed to get the intersection of 
two shapes" and "ORA-20812: Geometry has too few points." 

BUG-000129298 
Copying a feature class into an SQLite database with SpatiaLite geometry returns the 
error: "Failed to paste <feature class>. DBMS table not found[no such table: 
main.main.<featureclass>." 

BUG-000129828 

Enabling an Azure SQL Database with Hebrew_CI_AS Collation as an enterprise 
geodatabase in ArcGIS Pro and ArcMap fails with ERROR: Cannot resolve the collation 
conflict between "Hebrew_CI_AS" and "SQL_Latin1_General_CP1_CI_AS" in the equal 
to operation. 

BUG-000130502 
Error 000852 Cannot add field <field name> to <feature class> when attempting to add 
a non-nullable Date field to a feature class stored in a DB2 geodatabase 

 

Feature Services 
Top 
 

BUG-000127663 
Exporting a hosted feature layer containing large attachments fails if the size of the 
exported file geodatabase exceeds 2 GB. 

BUG-000127681 
ArcGIS Server fails to return the fields with the esriFieldTypeSingle type for a service 
when the GeoJSON component is queried at the REST endpoint. 

BUG-000127820 
Executing branch versioned queries using fully qualified table names (that include the 
database name) can cause the SQL Server optimizer to choose a poor performing 
execution plan 



 
 

BUG-000129831 
Enabling Editor Tracking on a relationship class does not populate the tracking fields 
when users edit in a named version of a branch-versioned feature service. 

GeoAnalytics 
Top 
 

BUG-000126173 
GeoAnalytics Server does not support connections to Hadoop with Kerberos 
authentication when Hadoop’s hadoop.rpc.protection property is set to 'privacy' or 
'integrity'. 

Geoprocessing Services 
Top 
 

BUG-000111452  Web tools are not populating the output geometry definition. 

BUG-000118125  
The result map service of a geoprocessing service does not have Generate KML listed 
as a supported operation. 

BUG-000125184 
Geoprocessing tool string inputs are being reformatted by ArcGIS Server when 
published as a new Geoprocessing Service. 

BUG-000125688 
When consuming a web tool shared with everyone using a map or image service 
shared with everyone as input, an error message shows the operation does not have 
permission. 

BUG-000126870 
The output map image layer from an web tool does not retain the output layer 
symbology property. 

BUG-000130013  
The Multi Ring Buffer geoprocessing service requires an Administrator update privilege 
in order to create a hosted feature service output in the data store. 

GIS Server 
Top 
 

BUG-000132438 
Portal for ArcGIS users with a single administrator privilege (such as manage licenses) 
have full control over the ArcGIS Server Administrative directory.  

BUG-000132441 
When registering a new ArcGIS Server directory, there is no validation for the physical 
path entered.  

ENH-000126060  Add validation to the file share raster store registration process.  

ENH-000132439 ArcGIS Server is not logging enough information for upgrade process.  

ENH-000132442 Allow CSV and GeoJSON files to be uploaded for Feature Services.  

NIM100417  Import/Export: Date Format should be in a sortable format such as YYYY-MM-DD.  

High Availability 
Top 
 

BUG-000103763 Updating the database account does not work for a highly available portal deployment. 

BUG-000113339 
The export site operation returns the error message, "Export operation failed. null" 
when using ArcGIS Server on Azure or Amazon Web Services. 



 
 

BUG-000125031 
Highly available ArcGIS Enterprise WebGIS backup fails to import to a single Enterprise 
site when there are two Data Stores in the highly available site. 

BUG-000126198 
The primary portal and the standby portal are no longer accessible after the 
pg_hba.conf entries are commented out. 

Home Application 
Top 
 

BUG-000118488  
The 'Show Related Records' option does not honor the pop-up configuration on related 
tables in the Map Viewer. 

BUG-000121234 
In ArcGIS Pro, pop-ups configured as custom text for group layers do not return attribute 
information when viewed in Portal for ArcGIS Map Viewer. 

BUG-000123049  
When signed in as a member assigned a custom role with all administrative privileges 
enabled, the toggle button on the group details page, labelled 'Add members of the 
organization immediately, without requiring confirmation' option is disabled. 

BUG-000125159 
Exporting a published survey to Excel from the ArcGIS Survey123 website returns the 
error message: "Failed to export." 

BUG-000125858 Unable to customize foot links to include a Contact Us link. 

BUG-000126239  
In the ArcGIS Online organizational account and Enterprise portal home page 
organization description, CSS/HTML formatting changes unexpectedly after making 
other changes to the home page settings. 

BUG-000126731 
When using the FeatureSetByRelationshipName function within a custom attribute 
expression on a related table, the data table displays the expression result as "Data 
Error". 

BUG-000127152 An error is returned when accessing a footer link. 

BUG-000127659 
CSV files exported from hosted feature layers in ArcGIS Enterprise Portal are encoded 
in UTF-8 without byte order mark (BOM). 

BUG-000128140 
Error messages are not displayed in the correct language after a member updates their 
preferred language in their profile.  

BUG-000128214 
Unable to add and configure the Trusted servers and Allow portal access list in the 
ArcGIS Enterprise portal. 

BUG-000129529 
Members last login time not updated when accessing ArcGIS Enterprise Portal via the 
home page. 

BUG-000131277  
When a group is specified in the Gallery settings, the Date Modified filter on the 
Gallery page will not function as expected. 

BUG-000132503 
Increase the size limit for files uploaded to the ArcGIS Enterprise portal from 200 GB to 
500 GB. 

ENH-000115757  Add support for Swiss Number format. 

ENH-000121668  
Allow Hosted layers to maintain the notes in the Item Credits (Attribution) section 
whenever the layer item is copied. 

ENH-000125436 
In the Map Viewer, provide the capability to create dynamic layer filters, on temporal 
data, which includes values within previous years, months, days, hours, minutes and 
seconds. 

ENH-000125606 Provide the ability to create a custom role with the privilege to manage versions. 



 
 

ENH-000132499 When performing Feature Analysis provide the ability to geocode locations from table. 

ENH-000132500 
Provide the ability to configure what default city and street names are returned by a 
locator's view. 

ENH-000132501 
Provide the ability for administrators to configure a custom access notice to be 
displayed when all users access the organization. 

ENH-000132502 Support assigning members to groups in bulk on the Organization Members tab. 

ENH-000132505 
Redesign the User profile page to provide additional user information and an updated 
look and feel. 

ENH-000132506 Allow embedding videos in Item and Group descriptions. 

ENH-000132507 
Provide ability to allow or disallow edits to feature geometries on hosted feature 
layers. 

ENH-000132509 
Provide support for a version management privilege which allows members to manage 
branch version locks and to view, alter, and delete branch versioned data accessed 
through ArcGIS Server feature services. 

ENH-000132512 Allow administrators to set a default user type and role for new members. 

ENH-000132514 
Provide the ability to set the option to turn off copying feature services as reference if 
share as copy fails. 

ENH-000132515 
Provide the ability for administrators to enable the use of enterprise.arcgis.com as the 
help source for the Enterprise portal. 

ENH-000132516 
Redesign the Organization Settings page to provide automatic saving of individual 
settings and an updated look and feel. 

ENH-000132517 
Create single and multipage web applications with interactive widgets using ArcGIS 
Experience builds.  

ENH-000132518 
Author web based applications to share maps in the context of narrative text and other 
multimedia content using ArcGIS Story Maps. 

ENH-000132519 
Support configuring an Information Banner to display on sites and pages created with 
ArcGIS Enterprise Sites. 

Image Services 
Top 
 

BUG-000128423 
The Add Rasters To Mosaic Dataset tool fails when using a table as the raster type in an 
ArcGIS Server Linux environment. 

Installation and Upgrades 
Top 
 

BUG-000127231 
If you change the region of a machine hosting portal after it is configured, you are 
unable to upgrade the portal. 

BUG-000127325 
Item view count for every service in an ArcGIS Enterprise environment returns to 0 
after upgrading ArcGIS Enterprise to 10.7.1. 

BUG-000129891 Upgrade of tile cache data store fails if port 5986 is in use by another process. 



 
 

Linux 
Top 
 

BUG-000118867 
'Install All Patches' in the ArcGIS Enterprise Patch Notification tool fails to install all 
updates and closes prematurely. 

BUG-000125335 
Blocking the outgoing connections to arcgis.com in a perimeter network will cause 
ArcGIS Server (Linux) site creation to take a long time and the PublishingToolsEx 
service will not start properly afterward. 

BUG-000127526 
Export Web Map task fails for ArcGIS Online basemaps and any service accessed 
through HTTPS. 

BUG-000132431 
On Linux deployments, partial updates on scene services do not cleanup the edits 
properly. 

BUG-000132432 
After installation using the ArcGIS Enterprise Builder, the cofigurebasedeployment tool 
sometimes hangs at setting the hosted server. 

Manager 
Top 
 

BUG-000083424  
After configuring ArcGIS Server to use LDAP over ssl, the user and group store URLs 
read 'LDAP' instead of 'LDAPS' in Manager. 

ENH-000127481 
Provide a notification in Manager when an ArcGIS Server role or extension license has 
recently expired or is expiring within 30 days. 

ENH-000132444 Support validating registered Raster Stores in Manager. 

ENH-000132445 
Allow custom SOEs and SOIs that support shared instances to be enabled on services in 
Manager. 

ENH-000132446 Add option to enable resampling on cached map and image services in Manager. 

ENH-000132447 Unable to share services to shared update groups via Manager. 

Network Analysis 
Top 
 

BUG-000120596 
The Closest Facility Network Analysis service does not return geometry in the 
JavaScript object notation (JSON) response if the incident and facility are set in the 
same location. 

ENH-000132508 
Allow configuring Traffic Data utility service as part of the Directions and Routing utility 
services. 

Notebook Server 
Top 
 

BUG-000132000 
ArcGIS Notebook Server is unable to load map widget in a disconnected environment 
deployed in a preconfigured docker container. 

BUG-000132450 
Filtering of notebook items by sub categories is not working in Esri Sample Notebooks 
group. 



 
 

BUG-000132453 
Do not auto create untitled notebook items when a notebook is opened using 
Notebook link on the top ribbon of the organization website. 

BUG-000132454 
Password policy requirements shown in the ArcGIS Notebook Server configuration 
wizard do not match the password policy enforced by the administrative API.  

BUG-000132456 
When a new site is created, the domain name of the notebook server machine is 
incorrectly set to mshome.net. 

BUG-000132463 
Always show user content on the top when adding content from My Organization in 
the notebook editor. 

BUG-000132474 Some strings are hard coded to English in ArcGIS Notebook Server Manager. 

BUG-000132475 
In notebook editor, submenu options within the analysis tools do not support 
navigation using the TAB or Arrow keys. 

ENH-000123526 
Add more exceptions to the 'is_url_reachable' function in 'Content Management: 
Check a web map for broken URLs' sample notebook. 

ENH-000130137 Support the ability to disable the REST Services Directory in ArcGIS Notebook Server. 

ENH-000132451 Add support for scheduling of notebook tasks. 

ENH-000132455 Add support to restore to the default notebook template. 

ENH-000132458 
Add support in ArcGIS Notebook Server administrative API to return most recent 
statistics. 

ENH-000132459 Add support for Describe Dataset GeoAnalytics tool in the notebook editor. 

ENH-000132460 
Add support for the following Raster Analytics tools in the notebook editor: Generate 
Trend Raster, Predict Using Trend Raster, Find Argument Statistics, Sample, and 
Classify Objects using Deep Learning. 

ENH-000132461 
Add support for Geographically Weighted Regression GeoAnalytics tool in the 
notebook editor. 

ENH-000132473 
Provide option to choose a notebook runtime when opening a notebook using the 
Notebook link on the top ribbon of the organization website. 

OGC Services 
Top 
 

BUG-000107869 
The Set Extent option does not work in Portal for ArcGIS 10.5 after adding a Web Map 
Tile Service (WMTS) layer. 

BUG-000116815 
Allow the properties window for a time-enabled Web Map Service (WMS) layer to 
have an option to enable the time slider in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000122954 
Unable to load a Web Map Service (WMS), in the Map Viewer, if the content type in 
the response is application/vnd.ogc.wms_xml. 

BUG-000124680 
ArcGIS Server fails to return a response from the Web Feature Server (WFS) service if 
there are a large number of features in the WFS. 

BUG-000127701 
A Web Map Service (WMS) service does not honor layer visibility in any client despite 
all the layers being turned on or off in the Contents pane prior to publishing. 



 
 

 

Scene Viewer 
Top 
 

BUG-000123856 
The same tile layer has a reduced resolution when displayed on custom elevation 
surfaces. 

BUG-000126322 Scene Viewer shows a hole around the North Pole when a feature covers the region. 

BUG-000126332 
IWA authenticated users are signed out of Portal when accessing Scene Viewer with 
disabled anonymous access. 

BUG-000127511 Tilting a local scene in Scene Viewer displays lower resolution basemap tiles. 

ENH-000127767 Add support to drape 2D data over an Integrated Mesh layer. 

ENH-000132504 
Add support for updating a scene layer's contents by replacing it with another scene 
layer published from a scene layer package (SLPK). 

Security 
Top 
 

BUG-000098183 Cache control changes are needed to prevent offline caching for sensitive pages. 

BUG-000121049 
If an ArcGIS group that is linked to a group in the SAML IDP is owned by a SAML user 
who is not listed as a member of the group in the SAML assertion response, that user’s 
group membership fails to update. 

BUG-000121459 
ArcGIS Server accepts blank values for the SSL Protocols and SSL Cipher Suites 
parameters. 

BUG-000127113 
Unable to connect to the identity store using Asp.net in ArcGIS Server 10.7. or later 
after restarting the ArcGIS Server Windows service. 

ENH-000116221 
In Portal for ArcGIS custom roles, provide the ability to configure how Portal and 
ArcGIS Server logs can be viewed. 

Web Adaptor 
Top 
 

ENH-000132433 Allow the Web Adaptor to support a multiple machine Mission Server deployment. 

ENH-000132434 ArcGIS Web Adaptor (IIS) should support CDNs (content distribution networks). 

ENH-000132435 
Provide an option to not reindex when registering the ArcGIS Web Adaptor with Portal 
for ArcGIS. 

ENH-000132436 Add support for ArcGIS Workflow Manager through the ArcGIS Web Adaptor. 

ENH-000132437 
Add ability to provide a JSON formatted failure response through the ArcGIS Web 
Adaptor. 

 



 
 

 

 

ArcGIS Data Reviewer 
Top 
 

BUG-000126374 
Browse Features: Data Reviewer checks run on an LGIM-enabled parcel fabric does not 
honor fabric layer definition queries. 

BUG-000127726 
Data reviewer batch composite check does not run as designed. While the same test 
ran as a single test returns the right results 

 
 
 

GeoEvent Server 
Top 
 

BUG-000125647 
Stream services need to include a field named globalid (with type 
esriFieldTypeGlobalID) when published. 

BUG-000120258 
Feature record paging strategy contains an off-by-one error in ArcGIS GeoEvent Server 
10.6.x and 10.7.x releases when polling an ArcGIS Online sample server. 

BUG-000129617 
Remove Client Ping Interval and Cluster Message Life Span properties from Global 
Settings documentation. 

 
 

 


